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Theme 1: Financial inclusion

Efforts in social issue solution services

TIS INTEC Group Sustainability Management

Theme 2: Health concerns

Theme 3: Urban concentration/rural decline

Theme 4: Low-carbon/decarbonized society

- All statements described in these materials are based on information available to management regarding the TIS INTEC Group—that is, 
TIS and the subsidiaries under its umbrella—as of the presentation date and certain assumptions deemed reasonable at this time. No 
intent is implied of promise by the Company to achieve such forward-looking statements. Indeed, various factors may cause future
results to be substantially different from the assumptions presented in these materials. 
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1. TIS INTEC Group Sustainability 

Management

Reiko Oka, TIS Inc.

Executive Officer, Department Manager 

of Corporate Planning Dept. and 

Deputy Division Manager of

Corporate Planning SBU

2. Efforts in social issue solution services

Theme 1: Financial inclusion

Isao Otokita, TIS Inc.

Executive Officer, General Manager of 

Digital Transformation Sales & Planning 

Unit, Digital Transformation Business Unit

3. Efforts in social issue solution services

Theme 2: Health concerns

Hiroto Ito, TIS Inc.

Executive Officer, General Manager of 

Healthcare Services Unit, Digital 

Transformation Business Unit

4. Efforts in social issue solution services

Theme 3: Urban concentration/rural 

decline

Shoichiro Taniguchi, INTEC Inc.

Managing Executive Officer, Division 

Director of Regional Government Systems 

Division

5. Efforts in social issue solution services

Theme 4: Low-carbon/decarbonized 

society 

Kenichiro Taniguchi, TIS Inc.

Senior Expert of Energy & Infrastructure 

Division, Industries & Public Solutions SBU

Speaker Introductions

After joining Toyo Information Systems, Co., Ltd. (now, TIS Inc.), Ms. Oka gained 
experience as system engineer and project manager in industry-based business 
division . In 2016, she assumed position as Department Manager of development 
department in distribution services-based business division. In April 2019, 
transferred to Corporate Planning SBU and, as Deputy Department Manager of 
Corporate Planning Department, primarily responsible for drafting medium-term 
management plans. Then in October 2019, concurrently carried out the duties of 
Section Manager of the Corporate Sustainability Promotion Office. In April 2021, 
appointed to position of Executive Officer, Deputy Division Manager of the 
Corporate Planning SBU and Department Manager of Corporate Planning 
Department. Concurrently, Section Manager of Executives’ Secretaries Office. 
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OUR PHILOSOPHY (TIS INTEC Group Philosophy)

OUR PHILOSOPHY represents a sense of value shared throughout the TIS INTEC Group. OUR 

PHILOSOPHY broadly clarifies Group management, corporate activities and vital concepts and 

ideals for members of the Group, including directors and employees. The TIS INTEC Group’s 

entire business revolves around OUR PHILOSOPHY. The Group pursues this mission as a social 

role to fill the future — still essentially a blank canvas — with vibrant colors as a mover using 

digital technology.

Mission (TIS INTEC Group's social role)

Mission
To brightly color 
the future as a 

mover

Policy
Be there 

for people

Style
“Honest” 
as a style

Membership
A good 

member of 
society

What is 
growth?

Moving toward 
our mission

What is a 
corporation?

A social system 
that aims for 

happiness

OUR PHILOSOPHY
Concept

To fill the future - still essentially a blank canvas -
with vibrant colors as a mover using digital technology
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• Guided by OUR PHILOSOPHY, we are working to improve value exchange with stakeholders by providing solutions to 

address social issues through business activities and enhancing management practices geared to social demands. 

⇒We aim to balance contribution to a sustainable society with sustainable improvement in corporate value.

TIS INTEC Group’s Sustainability Management  

BA

Materiality (Priority issues)

Address social issues through business activities

Contribute to sustainable society Sustainable improvement in corporate value

TIS INTEC Group Philosophy: OUR PHILOSOPHY

Mission: To brightly color the future as a mover

Basic Policy on Corporate Sustainability

Enhanced management geared to social demands

Improve value 
exchange with 
stakeholders

1. Create a society in which diverse human resources 
are engaged and thrive

2. Create a comfortable society through innovation and 
joint activities

3. Create a safe society through high-quality services 4. Enhance corporate governance and earn the trust of society

Social issues where TIS INTEC Group can contribute

• Financial inclusion

• Urban concentration/rural decline

• Low-carbon/ decarbonized society

• Health concerns

・Contribute to recycling society

・ Achieve sustainable improvement in stakeholder 

engagement

・ Constantly pursue governance that elicits higher 

level of trust from society
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• Studying the value creation process

• Setting materiality

• Organizing policies & regulations

• Fostering the means to resolve social 

issues

• Strengthening co-creation with Group 

companies

• Strengthening co-creation with the 

supply chain

• Creating businesses that balance 

economic and social value

2018–2020: Laying solid foundations 2021–2023: Growth 2024– : Further development

• Through OUR PHILOSOPHY, we tackle issues straight on at the management level and take a strong stand on 

sustainability promotion activities. The groundwork is complete, and going forward, we will strive to enhance our 

programs even further.

Sustainability Promotion Activities Structure and Changes

Building a platform Expansion to the Group value chain Establishing a presence as a

sustainability leader

As we work to extend activities from the Corporate Sustainability 

Committee to Group companies, we have implemented a liaison structure 

for Group corporate sustainability officers to convene as needed, with 

participation by individuals responsible for sustainability at key Group 

companies, and strive to raise the effectiveness of sustainability measures. 

Corporate Sustainability Committee

The Committee is in charge of the entire TIS INTEC Group’s corporate 

sustainability activity promotion. 

Dedicated structure regarding sustainability (Corporate Sustainability 

Promotion Office) was established as committee secretariat for smooth 

operation.

[Responsibilities]
• Tis INTEC Group’s corporate sustainability planning and execution.
• Materiality promotion (human resource management, stakeholder 

engagement, environment preservation, human rights, quality 
control, corporate governance, etc.)

• Holding committee meeting: more than two times/year
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References：Materiality (Key Issues) for the TIS INTEC Group

＜Importance of Materiality Assessment＞

4. Enhance corporate governance and earn the trust 

of society

j. Corporate governance

k. Compliance

l. Risk management

1. Create a society in which diverse human resources 

are engaged and thrive

a. Promote diversity

b. Promote workstyle reforms

c. Human resource development and training 

emphasizing self-fulfillment

2. Create a comfortable society through innovation 

and joint activities

d. Promote safe, convenient social foundation that 

supports people and society

e. Connect with stakeholders and promote joint activities

f. Reduce environmental impact

3. Create a safe society through high-quality services

g. Continuous quality improvement

h. Information security

i. Safeguard personal information

We recognized issues by 
looking at the kind of 
initiatives we should apply 
to various guidelines and 
social issues, given the 
Group’s basic philosophy 
and strategies.

We determined 
materiality through 
discussions and 
decisions by the 
Corporate Sustainability 
Committee and the 
Board of Directors.

We assessed importance 
from a stakeholder 
perspective, that is, 
expectations of and 
impact on, as well as from 
a Group perspective, 
notably, the effect on the 
Group itself and its 
growth prospects.

We verified the 
appropriateness of issues 
recognized and 
importance
assessed through 
stakeholder dialogue.

1. Create a society in 
which diverse human 
resources are 
engaged and thrive

2. Create a comfortable 
society through 
innovation and joint 
activities

3. Create a safe society 
through high-quality 
services

4. Enhance corporate 
governance and earn 
the trust of society

＜Identifying Materiality＞

Social issues

Guidelines
(such as SDGs, 

GRI, ISO
26000, etc.)

The Group’s 
basic

philosophy,
strategies

Assess 
importance

to stakeholders

Assess 
importance

to the
Group

Discussion 
within

the Group

Dialogue with
experts

M
a
te

ria
lity

 m
a
trix

Issu
e
s

M
a
te

ria
lity
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• Push ahead on structural transformation while providing IT services for customers across wide range of industries.  

• As part of push to concentrate business activities in strategic domains, we will leverage service-style business using 

inherent strengths as a growth engine.

A) Solutions to Social Issues Through Business Activities
Seek to offer solutions to social issues through business

Solving social issues 

directly through Group 

businesses

Solving social issues 

through clients’ 

businesses

IOS/BFS/FCB

SPB

Solution to Social Issues Through 

IOS/BFS/FCB Business Models

Contribute through system integration 
to solve social issues clients seek to address (SPB)

This presentation focuses on IOS that provide solutions

to social issues (=social issue solution service)

Strategic domain: Four business areas that will form core operations of the Group by 2026 as outlined in Group Vision 2026  
(Details are on page 55) 

Group Vision 2026
“Create Exciting Future”

Utilize advanced technologies and know-how to
realize business innovation and market creation

Frontier 

market

creation

Business

(FCB)
Business

function

services

(BFS)

IT offering

services

(IOS)

Strategic

partnership

business

(SPB)

Advanced
technologies

TIS INTEC Group management resources
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Financial inclusion

Health concerns 

Urban concentration/rural decline

Low-carbon/decarbonized society

• Sustainability Project Team identified four social issues from more than 160 social issues and business themes that the 

Group will ultimately focus efforts.

⇒ Defined social issue solution services under Medium-Term Management Plan (2021–2023). Will apply to KPI as 

well.

Process to identify social issues where Group can contribute

Businesses that support next-generation cashless society, especially payment services, which is a strength of TIS 

INTEC Group. 
Financial inclusion

Healthcare platform business to promote longer life in good health through use of various health informationHealth issues

Businesses that support and promote the shift toward digital transformation of local life infrastructure, designed to 

energize sustainable local communities and make the daily routine more convenient 

Urban concentration/

rural decline

Businesses that support and promote shift to digital transformation in energy supply chain, designed to contribute 

to carbon neutral status

Low-carbon/decarbonized 

society

A) Solutions to Social Issues Through Business Activities
Identify social issues where TIS INTEC Group can contribute to solutions

Stakeholder 

expectations

Market 

potential

Strengths

Mission

Solutions to social issues through business activities

(Examples of social issues pinpointed by Sustainability Project Team)

［Economic value］

Net sales

￥50 billion
（Fiscal 2024,

ending 
March 31, 2024）
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Financial 

inclusion

Low-carbon/

decarbonized 

society

Urban 

concentration

/rural decline

Health 

concerns

Aiming for 

growth 

through 

synergistic 

effects
28.5 34.0

1.0
3.08.5
12.0
1.0

2021年3月期 2024年3月期 2027年3月期 将来像

¥38 billion
（８％）

¥50 billion
（10％）

※parentheses indicate composition to consolidated net sales

＜Anticipate Growth in Net Sales＞

(Billions of yen)

¥75 billion

A) Solutions to Social Issues Through Business Activities
Financial Targets of social issue solution service

Social issue 
solution services 

*1

Payment

• Launch CreditSaaS and turn into highly profitable service  as quickly 

as possible

• Expand scope of business in frontline areas and new domain 

services

Main services

¥38.0 billion → ¥50 billion

Net Sales
(Fiscal 2021 → Fiscal 2024)

¥28.5 billion →¥34 billion

•Promote medium- to long-term growth strategies for social issue 

solution services.
*1 Social issue solution services that directly address financial inclusion, health 

issues, low-carbon/de-carbonization and urban concentration/rural decline

Fiscal 2021 Fiscal 2024 Fiscal 2027 Future image

Financial inclusion          Health concerns          Urban concentration/rural decline

Low-carbon/decarbonized society          Total
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• Constantly engaging in approaches to address ESG issues, which underpin efforts to create value. Dealing with 

issues of climate change and human rights while seeking to enhance governance on a groupwide basis to push 

reliability even higher.

B) Enhanced Management Geared to Demands of Society
Efforts to address ESG issues

Governance
Constantly pursue level of governance that elicits greater trust from society

• Consider TIS direction on review of market classification Chose Prime Market

• Promote standardized response to risk of violating laws by formulating global rules common groupwide 

regarding protection of personal information 

Contribute to decarbonized society and recycling society

• Set fiscal 2031 target for greenhouse gas emissions 

Group target: 27.5% lower than level recorded in fiscal 2020

Obtain third-party verification for both Scope 1 and 2

• Obtain SBT certificate (June 2021)

• Working on response to support  TCFD, with some information 

disclosure achieved already

Sustainable improvement in stakeholder engagement

• Established TIS INTEC Group Human Rights Policy (May 2021)

• Introduced human rights due diligence in compliance with UN 

Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights (June 2021)

• Expand scope of health management to include business partners

Submitted Declaration of Partnership Building through government’s 

portal site

Environment Social

➢Analyze risks and opportunities related to climate change in line 

with TCFD framework and promote greater disclosure

➢Reduce greenhouse gas emissions and obtain third-party 

verification for Scope 3

➢Pinpoint level of water consumption and waste, and work to reduce 

amounts 

➢Enhance management and governance practices in line with amended Corporate Governance Code and 

disclose information

Disclose information on efforts to maintain diversity in core human resources and policies and concepts 

related to sustainability, intellectual assets and other governance factors

➢Begin drafting global tax policy and internal rules 

➢Put more effort into promoting disclosure of latent human rights 

risks we identify through human rights due diligence as well as 

other identified human rights issues.

➢Promote health support measures for business partners 
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Reference: Status of Initiatives to Address Climate Change 

and Human Rights Issues

Initiatives to address climate change Initiatives to Address Human Rights Issues

■Announced TIS INTEC Group Human Rights Policy
The TIS INTEC Group will pinpoint negative aspects of change that affect 

society and work to remedy the situation.

In May 2020, TIS drafted the TIS INTEC Group Human Rights Policy, in 

line with the UN’s Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights, and 

announced this policy publicly.

(https://www.tis.com/group/sustainability/social/human_rights/)

■Environmental targets for climate change in the medium 

and long term
With the aim of becoming carbon neutral in 2050, the Group aims to 

reduce GHG emissions in fiscal 2031 by 27.5% compared to fiscal 2020, 
based on the reduction target (WB2C scenario) in line with the 2°C target 

of the Paris Agreement. This reduction target satisfies the SBT (Science 

Based Target) requirement and has been certified as such.

■Information disclosure in line with TCFD recommendations

■Governance
The Group regularly 

deliberates on policies 

and responses to 

environmental risks and 

opportunities, including 

climate change, under 

the structure described 

on the right.

■Introduce human rights due diligence 
The TIS INTEC Group evaluated human rights risk, in line with 

established human rights policy, to identify risks at an early stage 

through human rights due diligence. (Figure 1)

Going forward, progress on initiatives to address human rights issues 

will be updated in our integrated report and on the corporate website. 

In addition, we will contribute to the happiness of people and support a 

sustainable society of the future through broad dialogue with 

stakeholders. 

2. Actions for appropriate 

measures

1. Identify, analyze and evaluate 

negative impact on human 

rights

3. Follow-up evaluation4. Provide information

Human Rights Due Diligence
On June 4, 2021, the Group 

endorsed the recommendations 

of the Task Force on Climate-

Related Financial Disclosures 

(TCFD).
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Progress to Date

• With an accurate understanding of the demands of society and issues requiring solutions, we will promote 

solutions to social issues through business activities and strive to contribute to a sustainable society while achieving 

continuous improvement in corporate value. 

Today’s main theme

Contribute to sustainable society through social issue solution 

services 

Requirements from various stakeholder 

groups, from markets to initiatives and 

investors, to build society of the future

NEXT
Services that will address solutions to four social issues are described on the following pages and focus on

1) the kind of services provided and underlying guiding vision

2) the kind of society that these services will bring about

3) specific ideas on potential business and representative examples

Contribute to sustainable society
Sustainable improvement in 

corporate value

TIS INTEC Group Philosophy: OUR PHILOSOPHY

Including 

Guiding Principles on Business and 

Human Rights

Principles for Responsible Investment

Stewardship Code

Corporate Governance Code

Mission: To brightly color the future as a mover
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Isao Otokita, TIS Inc.

Executive Officer, General Manager of Digital 

Transformation Sales & Planning Unit, 

Digital Transformation Business Unit

Theme 1: Financial inclusion

Efforts in social issue solution services

TIS INTEC Group Sustainability Management

Theme 2: Health concerns

Theme 3: Urban concentration/rural decline

Theme 4: Low-carbon/decarbonized society
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Utilizing accumulated strengths, we will leverage service-style businesses as an industry frontrunner.

⇒We are moving steadily forward, along our initial trajectory, toward a net sales goal of ¥50 billion by fiscal 2027.

Efforts in social issue solution services—Theme 1: Financial inclusion

Direction of Efforts Related to Service-Style Payment Business

Excerpt from handout on 
Business Information 

Meeting (Payment Services) 
in December 2019
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Core areas (CreditSaaS, DebitSaaS, PrepaidSaaS)

CreditSaaS: Project moving steadily ahead with planned launch for first user in first half of fiscal 2023 

Sales activities to attract second user and more interest continue

DebitSaaS: Following on with sustained push to attract regional banks

PrepaidSaaS:Active inquiries on use of prepaid digital accounts 

Front area (Wallet)
Applied to wena, Sony’s wearable device (smartwatch) and already launched 

Beyond Payment
MaaS in steadily wider use in Okinawa and Sapporo 

Super city concept continues to expand scale of verification tests in proposed site of Aizuwakamatsu 

Began new digital currency initiative 

Positive shift in cashless payments fueling greater demand for non-contact and e-commerce settlement options and 

steadily expanding scale of service-style businesses.

⇒Favorable progress toward target of ¥32.5 billion in net sales by fiscal 2022

■Progress update for first half of fiscal 2022

Efforts in social issue solution services—Theme 1: Financial inclusion

Progress Update for First Half of Fiscal 2022

Market Share (Fiscal 2024)
Front areaCore area

Credit core market Prepaid core 

market

Front market 

for issuers 

Front market for 

merchant

Debit core 

market

CreditSaaS

¥20.0 billion

PrepaidSaaS

¥2.5 billion

DebitSaaS

¥3.5 billion

Merchant/

QR/Wallet

¥5.5 billion

New domain creation/common ground ¥2.5 billion

28.5

32.5
34.0

2021年3月期 2022年3月期 2024年3月期

Payment-related Net Sales 
under Service IT Business

[Estimate]

Fiscal 2021 Fiscal 2022 Fiscal 2024

[Estimate]

[Billions of yen]

Excerpt from handout on 
Financial Results for the First 

Two Quarters of the Fiscal 
Year Ending March 31, 2022
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Efforts in social issue solution services—Theme 1: Financial inclusion

Overall Picture of Areas and Businesses of Involvement

ｄ

ｄ

Construct safety and secured infrastructure system１

Electronic 

money

Bank NW

xx Bank

xx Bank

xx Bank

ATM

Points

Credit NW

Security, 24/365

Digital 

channel

Wallet/

Web

Multi-issuing
Digital account Settlement

GW

Payment

GW

AML/CFT integrated services

Fund transfer

Prepaid
Child

account
Child

account

Self-control
Fraud 

countermeasuresAccount opening

KYC

Certification

Service linkage（API infrastructure）

Business law compliance

Post-payment

Brand certification

JCB,VISA、Master

iD、QUICPay、Suica

Wearable

Super city, MaaS

Embedded Finance

Mini-app management

Eating,

drinking
Hospital

Coupon

template
Chat

Bike

sharing

Settlement

agency

Research of digital currency

Construction of scheme, implementation in society,

in cooperation with other companies

Technological evolution,

such as IoT, certification2

3

Promotion of date use, service expansion4

Money linkage

(enters, transfer) 

Salary

vendor

Company A

Company B

Company C

Central Bank Digital Currency

Install various apps

IoT payment

Super-app

SDKSDK

…

ECHealthcare

✓ Highly credit examination, fraud detection

✓ Added-value creation (Information bank, super city, MaaS, healthcare, etc..)

✓ Loosely coupled service system by API

✓ 24/365 Safe and secured platform

• Strengthen both loosely coupled FinTech services and RegTech (regulation technology) services for security and anti-money-laundering 

(AML).

• Promote payment function embedding for wearable devices and super-apps and service implementation on social issue solution theme.
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Efforts in social issue solution services—Theme 1: Financial inclusion

Overall Picture of Areas and Businesses of Involvement

2010 2018 202020172016 2019

Establishment of 

funds transfer 

business

Installment Sales Act

FinTech

Relaxed rules 

on lending

Banking Act

Financial Instruments Sales Act

Payment Services 

Act Rules for cryptocurrency 

exchange business

Start of bank API

Rules for electronic 

payment service 

providers Greater structural flexibility for funds 

transfer business 

Enhanced card information handling
Rules for small-amount comprehensive 

credit purchase intermediaries 

Rules for financial service intermediaries

Third-party access to 

financial information

Low-risk areas open to non-financial companiesUser protection

Exchange (remittance)

Deferred payment (lending)

Securities, insurance agency

• Progress in relaxation of various laws making it easier for companies other than financial services providers 

to enter market

Participation in financing business

Seamlessly incorporate financial and payment services into experience of 

customers using company’s own services so that payment experience is as 

imperceptible as possible

Issuer fees, financing fees, insurance/investment trust sales fees

Reduce settlement costs within own business sphere with 

corporate account

Services + financial/payment services leads to high customer lifetime value

Capture data from other companies’ services linked to account (networked)

Utilize data to boost customer loyalty

Own services and end-to-end user experience 

(UX) 

Turn financial and payment services into pillar 

of revenue

P: Deregulation E: Changing flow of money S: Digital society T: Smartphones, spread of API 

Significant drop in financial IT costs Low-risk license

• Heightened momentum to introduce digital accounts for providers of non-financial services 
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Efforts in social issue solution services—Theme 1: Financial inclusion

Overall Picture of Areas and Businesses of Involvement

Mass needs

(existing financial products)

2

3

New services

New services

Middle tail
(latent needs)

Shifting needs

Long tail

Users

Lending needs (financial products)

Existing needs curve

New needs curve

１

Type 1: Dissatisfaction needs

Needs emerging because companies 

are unhappy with shift to one-size-fits-

all products and jumping ship—

abandoning those products—or 

transitioning to products that 

acknowledge dissatisfaction with 

existing products. 

Type 3: Latent needs

Neither users nor providers 

recognize importance, with needs 

still to be developed

Type 2: Recognized needs

Needs, while recognized, are not met 

for some reason, such as cost vs. effect, 

and products have  thus not been 

provided.

• Seeing acceleration in diversification and fragmentation of needs in markets where uniform financial services had 

prevailed as digitization makes further inroads. 

TIS’s services

Finance Health care
Administration/

Urban OS
Various 

industries～Energy Retail

Market

Middle tail needs

• TIS will develop services that provide an unbundling function matched to various needs. 

• Using technology such as API to link functions to functions, and combining vital features, we will enable development 

of businesses that bring together multiple companies, not just ourselves.
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Efforts in social issue solution services—Theme 1: Financial inclusion

Strengths (Competitive Superiority), Strategies for Achievement of Targets

Intended Direction

Society (now)

• Middle tail needs

• Mass player seeking to get away from legacy 

software/hardware 

• Financial x non-financial player 

(finance/healthcare/government and city 

operating systems/retail) 

• Reinforce functions of payment settlement, 

lending and data analysis

• Provide value beyond bridging, such as office 

work and data processing

• Create value by combining services

• Provide value through financial license

• Joint efforts with enablers

• Network coordinator (measure to quickly raise 

value of functions and provide to market)

Market Functions Ingenuity

F
o

c
a
l p

o
in

ts

Program ＝ Market × Functions × Ingenuity

Legal changes and deregulation 

reflecting manifestation of financial 

middle- and long-tail needs. Anticipate 

business and market expansion.

With/After COVID: Heightened 

importance of cashless payment 

options across all sectors and myriad 

scenarios, and expanded opportunities 

to capture data.

Society (future)

Physical to cyber world where 

quantitative analysis of information 

collected in present day serves all 

industries.

Challenge to turn factors of production 

into points of differentiation. Major 

expectation for expansion of business 

that dynamically responds market 

environment.

BackcastForecast

TIS INTEC Group/TIS

• Forte field: Payment settlement

• Provided value: Be a bridge (system 

integration, services)

TIS INTEC Group/TIS

Provide program management and 

create/include financial middle tail 

needs

1. Develop new businesses, not legacy-based

2. Provide value that benefits clients in terms of 

simplicity and low cost

• Break away from being provider that bridges 

legacy software/hardware

• Provide value to create/include middle tail needs

• Strengths that include business know-how and 

operations

• Take on role to create value combining financial 

and non-financial aspects

• Reinforce processing, with focus on forte areas

Program combines common perspectives on direction that must be taken to go forward.

Other: Common perspectives
1. Program is conditioned upon having strong functions. Service and processing functions will constantly be enhanced.

2. Program and key areas represent aims and goals. There are no limitations on the targets we will pursue. Business principle 

to raise profitability and vigorously engage in activities that can contribute to society is unchanged.

3. Goal is inclusion in middle tail, not niche position. Will aim to fully cover new needs.

• Provide value—program—to market and accelerate growth toward numerical targets
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Efforts in social issue solution services—Theme 1: Financial inclusion

Desired Status in Medium to Long Term and Numerical Targets

• Will use CreditSaaS as leverage, anticipating new domain expansion on way to ¥34 billion in sales during Medium-

Term Management Plan. 

Payment services Lending

Data analysis

Finance Retail Administration/
Urban OS

Healthcare

Strategic 
partners

Business 
coordination

Core competence 

Launch CreditSaaS and promote business development, 
grow into pillar of business

CreditSaaS

Target market

¥28.5 billion
¥34.0 billion

Market Share (Fiscal 2024)Business Structure

EBITDA margin

exceeding 20%
(CreditSaaS contribution)

Front areaCore area

Credit core market
Prepaid core 

market
Front market 

for issuers 

Front market 
for merchant

Debit core 
market

CreditSaaS
¥20.0 billion

PrepaidSaaS
¥2.5 billion

DebitSaaS
¥3.5 billion

Merchant/
QR/Wallet
¥5.5 billion

New domain creation/common ground ¥2.5 billion

Anticipated Business Growth

2021年3月期 2024年3月期

リカーリング型売上 SI型売上 EBITDAマージン

Fiscal 2021 Fiscal 2024

Recurring sales SI sales EBITDA margin
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Efforts in social issue solution services—Theme 1: Financial inclusion

Current Efforts that Will Form Business Core—Wallet

Fast install of Suica payment function on Sony’s wena 3 smartwatch 

Sony planned for the Suica payment function to be installed into its third-generation wena smartwatch. 

In developing an app to initially set up Suica on wena from a smartphone and load e-money, Sony used 

TIS’ Digital Wallet Service. App development was significantly shortened by batching several 

mechanisms to make the wearable device compatible with Suica. 

wena watch band is available in three 

types (metal, leather or rubber) to match 

watch head (photo: metal option)

wena 3 wrist view
Source: TIS website “Case study: Sony” 

https://www.tis.jp/casestudy/casestudy_126.html, 2021/11/30 (in Japanese)
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New Provided Value Hinging on Super App

Using a widget distribution platform, which manages and distributes widgets (mini-apps), it is possible to link external 

services to payment platformers. 

This allows end-users to access a super app that brings various external services and wallet/digital account functions into a 

single app.

◆Provided by payment platformers

◆Supports digitalization of shops and local 

government services through Widget (mini

apps)

Efforts in social issue solution services—Theme 1: Financial inclusion

Current Efforts that Will Form Business Core—New domain: Widget

Super App Services
Widget (mini apps) 

providers

Finance

TIS Widget 

distribution 
platform

Transportation

Administration

Shops

Live and 
work

Points

Study

Connect

Play

Finance Transportation Administration

Shops Live and work Points

Study Connect Play

Payment methods

Taxi dispatch, car sharing, reservation 
of parking/aircraft/buses, route 
guidance, map

Money transfer, PFM, insurance, 
investments, scoring, loans, ekyc

Resident ID, administration sites,

public fees, tax sites

EC, accommodation, eating and 
drinking, beauty,  hospital & 
dentist introduction, reservation 

Job change sites, part-time job 
placement, housing information 
sites, dealing with life troubles 

Own company’s point sites, major 
point-based reward sites, points 
exchange

English conversation, digital books

SNS, blog, mail, chat, video 
distribution

Game, comics, movies, digital gift 
cards, digital tickets
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—ID Payment App + ID Payment Platform—

Payment 

carriers

Urban platform

QR presentation

Payment of 

medical fees

Payment sales 

transmission

ID

linkage

ID linkage

Payment 

data

Payment data

Notify payment 

results

TAX

ID payment platform

ID Payment App

“Aizu Saifu” Shops, hospitals

Settlement gateway 

services for merchants

APIs

School

Transportation

Retail

Logistic

s

Government

Anticipated use cases

In the future, connect with various types of businesses and promote return of payment data to communities.

Efforts in social issue solution services—Theme 1: Financial inclusion

Current Efforts that Will Form Business Core—New domain: ID payment
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Okinawa MaaS, underpinned by diversity in participating businesses, seeks to address issues by linking multiple mobility 

modes, searches, payment and other services and utilize the data in more ways.  

＜Local governments＞
• Urasoe-shi ・Ishigaki-shi

• Miyakojima-shi     ・Taketomi-cho

• Ie-son ・Zamami-son

• Nakijin-son

＜Transportation companies＞

(Main island)

• Okinawa Urban Monorail

• Yanbaru Express Bus

• Karry Kanko Bus

• Okito Kotsu

(Remote islands around main island)

• Ieson Ferry

• Iejima Kanko Bus

• Zamami-son Ferry/Bus

(Sakishima islands)

• Azuma Unyu

• Aneikanko

• Yeyama-Kanko-Ferry

• Iriomotejima Kotsu

• Miyako Kyoei Bus

• Chuo Kotsu

• Five Ishigakijima Taxi companies

＜Other than  transportation＞

【Sightseeing / food / commercial facilities】
Urasoe Art Museum

Yodore-kan

Okinawa Churaumi Aquarium

Nakijin Castle Ruins

Kouri Ocean Tower

Nago Pineapple Park

Taketomijima Regional Foundation

Shurijo Castle Park

Sam’s Restaurant Group

Himeyuri Kaikan

Okinawa Fruits Land

Ajisai Ishigakijim, etc.

Participating companiesImage of MaaS in Okinawa

24 transportation companies, 7 local governments, 

and additionally 24 companies participated in the 

Okinawa MaaS project   ※As of October, 2021

Efforts in social issue solution services—Theme 1: Financial inclusion

Current Efforts that Will Form Business Core—New domain: MaaS

Open data (including SNS data)

Data storage Analysis
D

a
ta

 
p

ro
v
isio

n

D
a
ta

 
c
o

lle
c
tio

n

Data use

Okinawa MaaS

Bus

Monorail

Ship
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• Build on regional currency 

platform to integrate use cases 

matching bank-issued digital 

currency to regional 

characteristics

• Improve marketability of regional 

currency platform, based on 

verification tests and checks 

undertaken by TIS in 

Aizuwakamatsu and other 

communities

• Establish use cases hinging on 

local issues and strive to 

distinguish this platform from 

other platforms (from perspective 

of business patent or other 

qualification)

Apply regional currency platform using two-tier digital currency platform defined by Digital Currency Forum. Through 

independent activities of regional currency working group and verification trials in Aizuwakamatsu and other communities, 

will improve marketability of regional currency platform for use everywhere (expect 100 cities to be involved by fiscal 2026)

Efforts in social issue solution services—Theme 1: Financial inclusion

Current Efforts that Will Form Business Core—New domain: Digital currency

Government

Improve 

marketability 

of regional 

currency Welcome at 
local stores

No payment 
fee

Can send 
money

Points or 
perks can 
be added

Regional currency 
platform

• Equal value to yen

• Interchangeable with yen

• Added value of services 

• Embedded program to 

promote use and energize 

local economy

Verification across wider scope

Complementary 

to success

Regional currency 
alliance anticipating 

links between all 
business segments

Other regional 

verification through 

activities by Digital 

Currency Forum

TIS is primary 

organizer for 

implementation and 

verification in all 

regions

Use case “Program” to 

promote use, energize 

local economy and 

encourage change in 

behavior Dining x transportation
Simplified, immediate 

squaring of accounts for 
businesses

Use case: 

Regional 

currency 

with 

premium 

Use case: 

Health 

improvement & 

reduced health 

insurance 

premiums

Accident insurance 
for tourists and 
students. Instant 

payment in 
regional currency

Collect points for 
healthy activities. 
Ripple effect on 

local consumptionUse case: 

Parametric 

insurance

Use case: 

Dining 

x 

transportation

Food delivery

Digital coupon 

for premium 

product

Food, 

farming

Energy

MaaS
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Build on regional currency platform, using “big city convenience” and “regional comfort” as use cases, based on the 

government’s digital garden city state concept. Seek to provide structure to enhance local industry and promote 

continuous regional development through digital currency and digital payments.

Efforts in social issue solution services—Theme 1: Financial inclusion

Current Efforts that Will Form Business Core—New domain: Digital currency

Regional Issues

• Structure to enhance regional 

sustainability

• Cooperation through community 

revitalization

• Create cities comfortable to live in

• Create jobs

• Energize local industry

• Boost profitability at stores

• Store profitability squeezed by burden 

of fees on payment transactions

• Worsening cash flow for small and 

mid-sized businesses due to delay in 

deposit cycle

Declining population

Employment and income 

stabilization

Stalled progress on 

cashless transactions
Optimize government costs, 

such as those for medical and 

welfare services

• Increase citizen participation

• Promote good health

• Revitalize community

Regional currency: Revitalize local economy through regional currency

Create incentives for 
using regional currency. 
Make people want to use 
the currency. 
Regional currency = 
Programmable money

Core: Currency 

function

Encourage 

change 

in behaviour

Ability to purchase local 
items at special price with 

regional currency

Making cities comfortable to live in
Ripple effect 1

Revitalize local industry

Promote local 
consumption and 
local production

Ripple effect 2

Regional Keynote: Create structure for self-help and mutual assistance 

as complementary function of regional currency

Issue regional points based 
on citizen participation in 
such pursuits as 
volunteering, health 
maintenance and disaster-
prevention activities

Add-on: 

Function to promote use 

Making cities places 
where people help 
each other

Ripple effect 4

Ripple effect 3
Make purchases 

with points
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Theme 1: Financial inclusion

Efforts in social issue solution services

TIS INTEC Group Sustainability Management

Theme 2: Health concerns

Theme 3: Urban concentration/rural decline

Theme 4: Low-carbon/decarbonized society

Hiroto Ito, TIS Inc.

Executive Officer, General Manager of 

Healthcare Services Unit, Digital 

Transformation Business Unit
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Realize well-being of society by encouraging use of data, hinging on healthcare platform

Efforts in social issue solution services—Theme 2: Health concerns

Overall Picture of Areas and Businesses of Involvement

Medical information

Medical 

information

linkage

Healthcare

utilization

Health

information

linkage

Sharing of 

information 

in medical 

area

Promoting

residents’

health

Healthcare

Platform

Mother and child 
examination

Adult examination
Receipt, dispensing, 

medication
Medical 

record and image 
Nursing care 
information

Separate and 
securely 
manage 

medical and 
health 

information

Residents 
control 

shared scope 
of 

information

Opt-in 

information

Utilization 

of 

anonymized 

information 

Medical information linkage

Health initiatives including 

demonstration, implementation in 

society, improved effectiveness, in 

cooperation with various participants

Healthcare utilization

Improved quality and effectiveness of 

medical and nursing care through 

secure linkage of digital information

Health information linkage

Upgrade reliability and sustainability of 

information linkage through standardization 

and secure interoperability

Health information
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Healthcare Passport usage expanding with sales heading 

toward target of ¥6 billion by fiscal 2027. 

Targeted future image

Drawing on resources of TIS INTEC Group and 

external partners, provide services to healthcare 

market with residents as end user in mind.

Efforts in social issue solution services—Theme 2: Health concerns

Desired Status in Medium to Long Term and Numerical Targets

Growth image

21年3月期 24年3月期 27年3月期

ヘルスケアプラットフォーム新サービス

ヘルスケアパスポート

Medical Drive

¥1 billion

¥3 billion

¥6 billionHealthcare market

Pharma-

ceuticals
Insurance

TIS INTEC Group

Customers

Healthcare platform services

Region, 
work area

Leisure

Residents（individuals）

・・・

Research 

institutions
・・・

Business 

Partners

Pharma-

ceuticals
Insurance

Region, 
work area

Fiscal 2021 Fiscal 2024 Fiscal 2027

Healthcare passport

New healthcare platform services
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Develop services from safe/secure data management and analytical insights

Collection, 

management

Analysis

Services, 

product sales

Required points and TIS’ strengths
Eco model of targeted data 

utilization

Market 

scale

Individuality Expertise Stability

○

◎

Large

Large

• Leveraging platform data involves collection/management, analysis and use (services) of captured data.

• We will draw on strengths in technology that underpin safe and secure collection and management of data as 

well as inherent know-how and analytical insights accumulated in pharmaceutical fields, and apply this 

expertise to the development of services. This will lead to bigger revenue opportunities. 

TIS

Large

Efforts in social issue solution services—Theme 2: Health concerns

Strengths (Competitive Superiority), Strategies for Achievement of Targets
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Healthcare Passport supports coordinated regional medical care / health information collection

Medical 

receipts

Health 

information
Test 

results
e-medical 

records

Dispensing 

receipts

• Obtain consent from residents electronically through smartphone app

• Information transmitted to authorized recipients/providers only

Healthcare Passport

Encrypted Internet connection

Healthcare 

providers

Residents and 

families

• Realize information sharing vital to coordinated regional medical care, with lower costs and reduced 

administrative burden, and promote widespread and continuous use of platform (two-way personal health 

records (PHR) platform that shares information not only with medical institutions but with residents as well)

Linked information concept

PHR

Efforts in social issue solution services—Theme 2: Health concerns

Current Efforts that Will Form Business Core

Clinics Hospitals Testing organizations Pharmacies Residents
Start small, with potential for gradual 

expansion

Begin coordination of data under limited scope matched 

to actual, region-specific circumstances to lower costs and 

reduce administrative burden, and then, after confirming 

the value of platform usage, expand scope.

Significant decrease in operational burden

Because residents give consent electronically, allowing 

their medical institution to share information with other 

authorized facilities, they do not sign a paper consent 

form, and medical institutions are thus freed from the 

burden of managing and submitting documents. 

Realizing lower costs through service usage 

type

Huge reduction in costs, from implementation to 

maintenance, because of access to cloud-facilitated 

service-usage type platforms. Implementation possible 

even in small medical care zones. Also possible to realize 

connections among medical care zones with relative ease.

１

２

３
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Efforts in social issue solution services—Theme 2: Health concerns

Current Efforts that Will Form Business Core

• Formed business alliance with ICI, which has considerable track record in support of regional 

medical care cooperative, in area of health and medical care information services. ICI is one of 

two certified providers under Japan’s Next-Generation Medical Infrastructure Act. 

⇒ Promote structure for environment that facilitates use of health and medical care 

information.

Apply robust security and cloud 

technology know-how accumulated 

through business activities in finance 

sector and provide safe and secure 

healthcare platform.

Collect and integrate (name 

identification) medical big data and 

provide to users once processed into 

anonymized medical data.

Service 

outsourcing/ 

subcontracting

• Healthcare Platform from TIS will be used in collecting medical data from regional medical care 

cooperative. Will improve convenience for residents and medical service providers.

• Alliance will facilitate safe and secure collection of addition health and medical care information and 

help in various ways, such as providing health and medical care services fine-tuned to individual 

residents, catching illnesses at an early stage, delivering more effective treatment methods and 

creating new drugs. 

Our goal is to enable residents to lead healthy lives and to create a society in which people live 

long and in good health through the effective use of health and medical care information.

Certified Provider under Next-Generation 

Medical Infrastructure Act, Cabinet Office 

Japan Medical Association 

Medical Information 

Management Organization

Including medical 

institutions, clinics and 

nursing care facilities

Users (industry-

government-academic 

structure)

Provide medical data

Provide anonymized 

medical data
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Expand services with Healthcare Passport as starting point

Severe 

illness risk 

prevention

Standard medical care

(formulary, clinical 

pathway, app 

treatment)

Disease 

managemen

t

Onset prediction

Health score

Insurance provider platform
Healthcare  Passport

(regional medical care cooperative)

Individual health improvement 

services

Multi-disciplinary 

collaboration

Monitoring/

caregiving services

：1st

：2nd

：3rd

Shaded fill-in: TIS 

Outline only: Joint efforts 

with other companies 

• Use Healthcare Passport to obtain medical care data and secure resident points of contact

• Prepare intellectual property and services vital for use of collected information

• Promote movement toward capturing pre-symptomatic medical data (from health checks) and secure resident points 

of contact

Efforts in social issue solution services—Theme 2: Health concerns

Direction of Future Development 

Primary prevention
Secondary 

prevention

Treatment
(diagnosis, 

drugs/surgery)

Tertiary 

prevention

Living with 

illness

Collection, 

administration

Analysis

Services, product 

sales
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Theme 1: Financial inclusion

Efforts in social issue solution services

TIS INTEC Group Sustainability Management

Theme 2: Health concerns

Theme 3: Urban concentration/rural decline

Theme 4: Low-carbon/decarbonized society

Shoichiro Taniguchi, INTEC Inc.

Managing Executive Officer, Division 

Director of Regional Government 

Systems Division
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Efforts in social issue solution services—Theme 3: Urban concentration/rural decline

Overall Picture of Areas and Businesses of Involvement

• Extending business presence, with emphasis on three sectors: government (central and local government), health 

(National Health Insurance) and agriculture (farm management/insurance). Going forward, emphasis will be on 

responding to shift toward digital transformation (DX) in each sector.

Mainly focused on CIVION-7th, a comprehensive administrative 

information system for local governments conforming to the 

“local government cloud” initiative driven by the Ministry of 

Internal Affairs and Communications. In addition, broadly 

promoting DX in ICT infrastructure, educational systems and local 

information systems.

⇒Track record: Have implemented solutions for 400 

organizations nationwide

Promoting system integration, especially in in the National Health 

Insurance sector, and also offering proprietary solutions, such as 

Well-LINK, a medical cost analysis solution.

⇒In services for National Health Insurance Organization, we 

hold No.1 share in each prefecture.

Long-delayed ICT investment in agriculture sector now 

expanding, with demand particularly noticeable for system 

integration in farm management and insurance sectors. Also 

promoting proprietary solutions. 

⇒ No.1 share in agriculture sector. Local agriculture shared 

information system in use at more than 650 organizations 

nationwide. 

Government

DX

Agricultural 

DX

Health DX

Government 

(central and local 

government)

Health 

(National Health 

Insurance)

Agriculture 

(farm 

management/ 

insurance)
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Efforts in social issue solution services—Theme 3: Urban concentration/rural decline

Desired Status in Medium to Long Term and Numerical Targets

• Leverage DX solutions and strengthen Smart City and Super City proposals. 

⇒We aim to create conditions that enable whole communities, primarily local citizens, to optimize data 

distribution and usage by organizing and integrating data through ICT, and also enable fast and accurate 

responses to local issues that these communities face. 

Smart city

Super city

Government

DX

Agricultural 

DX
Health DX

8.5

12.0

21/3期 24/3期

21/3期 24/3期

(Billions of yen)

Aiming for realization of DX 

in fields of government, 

healthcare and agriculture, 

based on smart city and 

super city concepts

Tablets

IoT sensors

Drones

AI use

…

Online application

Consultation by SNS

Cashless payment

Push-type government services

AI/RPA utilization

…

AI analysis

AI-OCR

Wearable devices

…

＜Targeted Business Scale ＞
（net sales）

Fiscal 2021 Fiscal 2024
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Efforts in social issue solution services—Theme 3: Urban concentration/rural decline

Strengths (Competitive Superiority), Strategies for Achievement of Targets

• Promote expansion in systems of record (SoR) and systems of engagement (SoE) sectors, underpinned by 

strengths of deep reservoir of know-how and proven results acquired over many years in executing locally-rooted 

ICT solutions, beginning with responses for local government, as well as accumulation of technologies for tackling 

rural issues and applying to ICT solutions. 

SoR

sector

SoE

sector

Strengths: Diverse approaches to address needs of clients locally and nationally. Currently reinforcing 

human resources training for cloud technicians (local government cloud as well as public cloud).

Amid shift toward standardized systems and the cloud to achieve efficient system upgrades under 

digital agency guidance (large-scale update at national level), we will take on vital role in building 

standard system and cementing position as a frontrunner in local development of standard system. 

Strengths: Accumulation of technology for tackling local issues and developing ICT solutions. Will 

reinforce training for agile development technicians and hone marketing capabilities in new areas.

Demand for online completion of procedures and need to address local issues, due to Smart City 

shift, rapidly becoming more evident. Against this backdrop, we aim to expand business nationwide 

at the earliest time possible.
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Efforts in social issue solution services—Theme 3: Urban concentration/rural decline

Current Efforts that Will Form Business Core—Government DX, Health DX

• Solid track record in Toyama Prefecture in building local government cloud (cloud utilization ratio No.1 in Japan).

• For special cash payment BPO and COVID-19 vaccine booking system, expedient services garnered high praise.  

System that will flexibly address third dose is gradually being installed (example of agile development) 

■ Features of Vaccination System

Booking functions

• Various booking methods

Website (computer, smartphone) booking

Booking through AI call center using interactive 

voice response

Booking through operator-staffed call center

• Centralized, staffed booking reception desk (local 

governments, medical institutions)

• Simple user interface with excellent operability

• Elastic scalability

Uses public cloud and can respond flexibly, such as 

adjusting the number of servers to match number of 

site hits.

Results registration/reporting function

Local governments consolidate information, such as 

status of residents’ vaccination reservation status and 

record of vaccination at medical institutions, and link 

data seamlessly to national system (vaccination 

recording system). Enables ideal vaccine distribution 

planning.

Vaccination Support System

＞

Nation 

(Vaccination Record System)

Vaccination record

Vaccination record

Booking status

Vaccination record

Booking status

COVID-19 Vaccination

Support System

Local governments
(Call centers, AI call 

centers)

Telephone 
booking

Web
booking

Residents

Vaccination record

Vaccination record

Medical institutions
(about 50 institutions)

Mass vaccination 
venues (three venues)

(three venues )
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Efforts in social issue solution services—Theme 3: Urban concentration/rural decline

Reference: Flower Industry Planned Production/Shipment Forecast 

Demonstration Project—Agriculture DX

• Currently involved in flower industry’s efforts to establish a stable supply structure in Japan and measures to hone 

sharper international competitiveness in areas of production underpinned by this structure.

• Build and operate system to consolidate and share information, such as production and estimated shipments, and 

to contribute to stable supply in areas of production using this information. Currently, trial operation in progress 

based on demonstration results at more than 10 locations nationwide. 

Seeking effective use of ICT, such as tablet-entry of data, in 

flower fields even now, but going forward, will promote efforts 

with view toward use of AI, blockchain and other technologies. 

2016-2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

*NARO: The National Agriculture and Food Research Organization

Institute of Vegetable and 

Floriculture Science, NARO

Institute of Vegetable and 

Floriculture Science, NARO

Sustainable measures to 

strengthen flower production 

system (Japan flower 

strengthening project 

promotion)

“National flower technology 

demonstration 2021 

consortium”

Demonstration sites: Akita, 

Toyama, Nagasaki, Shizuoka, 

Nara, Kochi, Miyazaki 

Innovative technology development, 

emergency project (regional 

strategic project)

“Innovative production and 

distribution of chrysanthemum for 

regaining domestic market shares”

Demonstration sites: Aichi, Kagoshima*, 

Akita, Toyama*, Nagasaki

*Main sites

Trial operation regions

More than 10 regions, 

including Aichi, Okinawa, 

Fukushima, Akita, Toyama, 

Shiga, Nagasaki, Ibaraki, 

Kagawa, Kagoshima

Agricultural experimental station in Akita, 

Vegetable and Floriculture Division

Demonstration project to accelerate smart 

agriculture

“Large-scale production system of small 

chrysanthemum by the stable planned 

shipment introducing advanced technology”

Demonstration sites: Akita

Agricultural center in Fukushima, Flower Division

Advanced technology project to regenerate food 

production area 

“Demonstrative research for planned production and 

shipment administration system of flowers”

Demonstration sites: Fukushima

Newspaper articles on enhanced agricultural efficiency using 

INTEC system
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Efforts in social issue solution services—Theme 3: Urban concentration/rural decline

Reference: Flower Industry Information Distribution Platform Concept—

Agriculture DX

Drawing on previous activities and connections, we will promote initiatives to realize the concept of a flower 

industry information distribution platform, designed to boost overall supply chain efficiency within the 

industry. In the future, we aim to apply this concept to all agricultural products. 

Production and shipping group Distribution and sales group Consumption

Production 

plan

Cultivation 

status

Harvest 

prospect

Shipping 

information

Sales plan

Information 

linkage

Markets

Consumers

Mass retailers

ICT, analytical technologyPlanned production 

technology

Producers Shipping group Distribution Sales
Consumption

Production plan Sales plan Demand trend 
analysis

Information linkage regarding production plan 
based on the demand trends 

Flower industry information distribution platform
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Efforts in social issue solution services—Theme 3: Urban concentration/rural decline

Current Efforts that Will Form Business Core—Smart City

• Service start for IoT Platform conforming to city OS.

• In addition to solution already showing results for several years in child-minding business, we are accumulating 

verification data on various social issues, such as river monitoring and wildlife damage prevention, using IoT 

Platform. 

Concept chart of IoT Platform for local governments

• Will apply ELTRES, an LPWA network, that provides Sony 

Network Solutions, to turn platform into a business as 

quickly as possible. This will expedite the creation of an IoT 

environment and enable use nationally, with no area 

limitations. ELTRES is applied at Toyama head office.

Collaboration with Ehime CATV 

for smart city combining L5G

Business applications

Service platform
Business service portal

User 
management Device 

management
External

cooperation
Visualization

FIWARE

Protocol, telegram format conversion

Message gateway

ELTRES

IoT sensors

INTEC 
developed 

portion

Other LPWA standard

(scheduled to expand)

Ehime CATV

Regional DX
• Local 5G pioneer

• Regional network  

infrastructure

• Regional connection in Ehime

Wireless DX
• Business know-how for local 

governments cultivated in 
Toyama

• Use case for smart city
• IoT platform for local 

governments

Regions’ 

issues

Smart 

factory

Regional

revitalization

Disaster 

prevention

Promotion 

of 

relocation

Primary 

industry
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1. Namerikawa, Toyama Prefecture  

River water-level monitoring

2. Nanto, Toyama Prefecture

Visualizing snow-removal operations

Developed low-cost ultrasonic water 

level sensor appropriate for the 

Hokuriku climate and then verified and 

improved on accuracy for 

commercialization. Going forward, will 

draw parallels between river information 

compiled by national agency and 

rainfall data to pinpoint conditions. 

• Equipment used: IPEC-made ultrasonic

water level meter using solar panel 

power supply

Sensing unit attached to snow removal vehicle provides positioning information and 

helps visualize operating time (outsourcing costs). Snow accumulation sensor collects 

information on depth of fallen snow and helps equipment operators figure out how 

snow removal vehicles are operating, given snow depth.

• Equipment used: Sensing unit and CHRONOX-made snow meter system

Knows if box trap is open or closed and perceives results detected 

by pyroelectric infrared sensor. 

Email sent if box trap status changes, providing at-a-glance 

condition of box trap.

• Equipment used: Hokuriku Electric Industry-made box trap 

detector

Build information distribution portal site 

for residents and disclose various 

administrative data, such as river water 

level, depth of snow accumulation and 

visualization of garbage collection. 

Promote site from two perspectives: 

greater convenience from residents’ 

standpoint and greater administrative 

efficiency for operators. 

3. Kamiichi, Toyama Prefecture 

Nuisance wildlife box trap monitoring

Public system for residents 

Efforts in social issue solution services—Theme 3: Urban concentration/rural decline

Reference: IoT Platform Use Case—Smart City 
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Local 

industry

DX

Government

DX

Agricultural 

DXHealth DX

INTEC

TIS

TIS
TIS

INTEC

INTEC

INTEC

Efforts in social issue solution services—Theme 3: Urban concentration/rural decline

Direction of Development Going Forward

• Expectations for smart cities are diverse, going beyond IoT to cashless transactions, healthcare, mobility, robotics 

and more, so we will concentrate on linking information throughout the Group, demonstrate synergy and provide 

total services to meet evolving requirements. 

Image of Sustainable Cities and Regions

Acquire and distribute disaster 

information in real time, realize 

fast evacuation and recovery

Disasters

Optimal facility management within region, including 

energy, water supply and sewage and recycling.

Energy, 

water, waste
Realize cashless society, leading to 

completely digital transactions

Health,
medical care, 
nursing care

Help people live longer in good 

health through use of ICT data

Finance

Monitoring, 

safety
Education

Enhance e-learning and remote 
learning through ICT
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Self-driving, 
automated 

delivery

Provide mobility/delivery services 

whenever and wherever necessary

Improve well-being of residents

Data usage in cities
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Theme 1: Financial inclusion

Efforts in social issue solution services

TIS INTEC Group Sustainability Management

Theme 2: Health concerns

Theme 3: Urban concentration/rural decline

Theme 4: Low-carbon/decarbonized society

Kenichiro Taniguchi, TIS Inc.

Senior Expert of Energy & Infrastructure Division, 

Industries & Public Solutions SBU
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Efforts in social issue solution services—Theme 4: Low-carbon/decarbonized society

Overall Picture of Areas and Businesses of Involvement

• Have supported major energy companies from a system perspective for about 30 years. Launched proprietary 

brank during system reform of electric power and gas sectors, and offer services to newcomers in the deregulated 

sectors. 

⇒Using structure built to date to leverage services for low-carbon/decarbonized society.

Gas

Electricity

Sales

activity

Power

transmission

and 

transformation

Power 

generation

(nuclear, 

thermal

power）

Sales

activity

Gas 

supply, 

security

Power 

distribution

Production Transmission Distribution Sales

Gas 

production

and 

refining

Gas 

vessel

Carry Security Sales

General electric power company

Area of responsibility by energy 

company

Major gas company

Energy-related operating companies

Electric power Gas Petroleum

Non-energy–related operating companies

Region/households/individuals

○ Corporate measures, addressing own demand

○ Renewable energy/energy-saving measures for energy used in providers’ 
products and services

✓ Promote renewable 

energy measures and 

decarbonization, covering 

power generation and 

retail sectors, with focus 

on making renewable 

energy the primary power 

source of transmission/ 

distribution grid.

✓ Investment curbs on 

primary business of 

LNG

✓ Expanding electric 

power business

✓ LNG alternatives are 

methanation and 

hydrogen

✓ Investment curbs on 

primary business of 

oil

✓ Expanding electric 

power business

✓ Focusing on 

hydrogen as 

alternative to oil and 

gasoline

✓ Awareness of contributing to environment and decarbonization is low in Japan 

compared with other countries

✓ Efforts by households and individuals on decarbonization require cooperation with 

regions.

*464 local governments have signed on to carbon neutral declaration as of 

September 2021, representing 89% of Japan’s population

✓ Improve renewable energy ratio at own factories and offices, promote energy 

saving and energy conservation 

✓ CO2 reduction in supply chain (through measures for TCFD and Scope 3, etc.)

✓ Construction companies zero energy building/zero energy housing measures 

✓ Automakers’ use of storage batteries and VtoH for electric vehicles

TIS’ core 

business 

response

Groupwide 

cooperation 

response

Joint 

response 

with 

operating 

companies

New power

Sales 

activity

Sales

Supply and demand

adjustment

Supply and demand

Prompted by 

deregulation of power 

industry, expand profile 

of TIS’ EneLink solutions

Services for low-carbon/decarbonized society

toB

toC

Production
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Efforts in social issue solution services—Theme 4: Low-carbon/decarbonized society

Desired Status in Medium to Long Term and Numerical Targets

• By promoting decarbonization solutions as a new brand, we will realize a society in which people choose behaviour 

that helps stop global warming and embraces decarbonization.

＋

Content of decarbonization-related business activities

⚫ Promote renewable energy measures 

and decarbonization in power 

generation and retailing sectors, with 

focus on making renewable energy 

the primary power source for power 

transmission/ distribution business 

operators.

⚫ Investing and developing 

activities for VPP this fiscal 

year as solution using 

renewable energy digitally. 

Will promote widely. 

⚫ Offering service for electric 

vehicle use and verifying 

Scope 3 status, and turning 

services into solutions.

Energy-related 

business

¥11.6 billion

Industrial IT 

Business

Fiscal 2021 Fiscal 2024

Financial targets

⚫ Respond consecutively to 

widening renewable energy needs, 

such as corporate power purchase 

agreements and meet major client 

needs to address shift toward low-

carbon/decarbonized society.

1. Entrusted: 

Decarbonization 
2.  EneLink

3.  Solutions for 

decarbonization

Planning launch/development under new brand 

Power system reform, and flow of energy saving spread

Second stage onwardFirst stage: VPP

（virtual power plant ）

: Social issue solution services

2. EneLink

¥2.2 billion

¥1.0 billion

¥1.6 billion

¥1.6 billion

¥1.8 billion

Service IT 

Business

3. Solutions for 

decarbonization

¥5 billion
1. Entrusted: 

Decarbonization

1. Entrusted: 
Decarbonization

2. EneLink

Power 

supply

Power 

system

Utility

grid

Use of 

renewable 

energy

FIT FIP

Connect large-scale 

power supply with 

demand area

Flexible system operation 

(dispersed power source)

Full liberalization of retail 

electricity markets

Separation of 

shipping electricity

Expand dispersed power 

supply (renewable energy)

Large-scale centralized 

power supply

Regional monopoly
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Efforts in social issue solution services—Theme 4: Low-carbon/decarbonized society

Strengths (Competitive Superiority), Strategies for Achievement of Targets

・ Results already achieved for EneLink series and VPP solutions will give us position, putting us on a good footing to 

prepare services as decarbonization solutions and promote these solutions, anticipating early investment.

Partner in creating decarbonized society using digital technology to realize 

a better world for tomorrow’s generations.

• For first-stage solutions, using VPP solution already offered in the EneLink series as decarbonization solution for 

replacements and upgrades, and then launch new services in April 2022. 

• With spread of renewable energy, digital technology will drive data utilization to predict demand, production and market 

prices, and application to storage batteries and electric vehicles. will facilitate efficient power supply and demand 

management. Toward this end, TIS will demonstrate superiority by connecting solutions to existing EneLink power supply 

and demand management structure and introducing data utilization mechanisms sourced from Europe and around the 

globe into services.  

Energy companies

Companies
Individuals, households

VPP (virtual power plant) solutions

EneLink, 

renewable energy supports

Implemented Demonstration stage Concept stage

S
o

lu
tio

n
 e

x
a
m

p
le

s

Decarbonization solution 

concept 

Demand responses

Energy management

First stage

Solution for saving power

Environmental values trading

SCOPE 3 disclosures

Project finance to promote 
decarbonization

Measurement of individual CO2 
emissions

Second

stage
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Efforts in social issue solution services—Theme 4: Low-carbon/decarbonized society

Current Efforts that Will Form Business Core—VPP business

• VPP business, which will fulfill vital role in popularizing renewable energy, is area requiring digital technologies, or 

demand and power generation forecasts using AI and for controlling devices (storage batteries, electric vehicles) 

using IoT.

⇒ Leverage global results achieved through alliances with overseas vendors and domestic results driven by EneLink.

• Cloud solution for EneLink VPP business applied to Kansai Electric’s K-VIPs

• Implement response to align and connect EneLink for electric power retailers

• Through these results, team up with I-ON, an overseas vendor, to localize EIP, a product 

with proven results worldwide, notably, in Europe, as a decarbonization solution, and 

launch as new service in April 2022.

EneLink VPP Results Linkage with Global Vendors

Higher system

Aggregation 

coordinators

Simplified 

command 

system

Supply and 

demand 

adjustment 

market

EneLink Energy Service Platform

Resource 

Aggregators

Electricity 

retailers

Control of optimized 

storage battery

Cloud solutions for VPP business

Resource control, base line control, 

DR event control, reduced capacity 

control, monitoring, demand 

restraint plan

Cloud-type supply and demand 
management for power generation 
and retail business

Demand and supply control

Solutions for core business of 
electricity retail 

Customer management,  electricity 

charge calculation, claim

Electric 
vehicle

Storage 
battery

Photovoltaics

Electric 
vehicle

Storage 
battery

Photovoltaics

Resource 
sharing

Consumers, prosumers

Energy
services

Incentives

Service 
fees
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Efforts in social issue solution services—Theme 4: Low-carbon/decarbonized society

Current Efforts that Will Form Business Core—

Power conservation solution /environmental values trading

• Run demonstration tests focusing on consumers’ changing behaviour.

⇒ Plan to develop as decarbonization solution that enables choice of environmentally conscious actions

Power conservation support for state-run project in Qatar
Electric vehicle environmental values trading using 

blockchain technology

• Configuration support for service to promote energy savings that 

Marubeni will provide to Qatar Electricity and Water Company. 

Will analyze power consumption data for all households in Qatar 

and visualization via app or other platform.

• Using hypothesis-driven agile development framework, we will 

join Marubeni in exploring approaches to deal with issues 

affecting overseas power demand, and begin proof-of-concept 

tests.

• For Qatar citizens, who see no cost merit through measures to 

conserve power, emphasis is on encouraging actions that will save 

power through efforts to raise awareness and promote a change 

in behaviour. 

• Using blockchain technology, develop transfer management 

system for environmental values derived from power generated 

through renewable energy sources. Provide as core of proof-of-

concept tests using electric vehicles in which Kansai Electric is 

involved.

• Purpose of proof-of-concept is to devise to trading formats for 

surplus power from photovoltaic systems and resulting 

environmental values and to create mechanisms for using 

renewable energy.

• Through participation by many ordinary households, such a 

system will invigorate local economic activity and also foster a 

change in perception to realize a decarbonized society.  

Screen view

Figure 1: Personal historical 

comparison, ranking with others

Figure 2: Energy-saving behaviour 

makes image of tree grow

1. Charge electric vehicle 

using solar power generation 

(renewable energy)

3. Receive points equivalent to 

environmental value transferred that can be 

used at the facility

2. Discharge at commercial facility while 

shopping, and transfer power and 

environmental value

Extract value, return with 

points or other benefit 
(future add-on)

At this time, environmental 
values trading system separates 
electricity derived from 
renewable energy and grid-
based power, and extracts value 
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Efforts in social issue solution services—Theme 4: Low-carbon/decarbonized society

Direction of Development Going Forward

• In promoting low-carbon/decarbonization business, our polity is to engage robustly in capital and business 

alliances with start-ups. 

⇒Seek to accelerate development through joint business creation and acquire necessary know-how.

• In March 2022, we will form a capital and business alliance with UPDATER (formerly, Minna Denryoku; name 

changed October 1, 2021) and MEDIOTEC, both ventures actively involved in energy and decarbonization and 

boasting advanced technologies and excellent services.

Renewable energy implementation 

consulting
Renewable energy solution case 

examples

Power plant tracking system
Channel to companies with high social 

sensibilities

✓ Aims to realize “lifestyles with a face” as a social update company 

developing renewable energy services based on blockchain 

technology, under the tagline “electricity with a face”. 

UPDATER, Inc. strengths 

✓ In addition to renewable energy business, monitors and 

controls solar power plants. In field of HEMS (home energy 

management systems), develops activities with emphasis on 

housing complexes , and plans to develop own VPP business.

MEDIOTEC Co., Ltd. strengths 

Track record in renewable energy 

generation business
HEMS shipment results

Know-how from participation in VPP 

verification
Proprietary know-how in low-pressure 

operations

Capital and business alliance efforts

Seek to develop decarbonization 

solutions through joint business 

creation by leveraging reciprocal 

strengths and synergy to support 

collaborative pursuits.  

Drawing on HEMS, household and 

individual business base, will pursue 

joint activities in areas where TIS 

faces difficulties in addressing 

demand on its own.
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EneLink is the No.1 total solution for quickly providing access to all kinds of systems required in electric power and 

gas operations, from calculation of charges and customer management to supply-demand management. It is based 

on system configuration technologies and know-how TIS has accumulated in serving clients in the the energy 

industry, including electric power and gas companies. 

※2

*1

Efforts in social issue solution services—Theme 4: Low-carbon/decarbonized society

Reference: Solution in Spotlight—EneLink

EneLink Series Lineup

No.1 share*2

More than 50 

companies are 

using EneLink

Industry’s No.1 total solution for energy business operators

Cloud-based supply-demand management solution for 

power production and retailing businesses

Solution for electric power retailing business-critical operations

Solution for gas retailing business-critical operations

Cloud-based solution for VPP operators

*1 EneLink is a full line of solutions for the energy industry. The name evokes an end-to-end response linking systems as well as the idea that 

the series will be extended in the future with new solution lineups. (Trademark registration: 5798528)

*2 Share status based on TIS research. 
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Appendix
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Strategic Domain: Picture of Desired Status and Promotion Measures 
(Creation, Transformation, Expansion)

1. Strategic Partnership Business (SPB)
For clients at the top of their industry, we will draw on industry 
foresight and business knowledge that other companies cannot 
match—our business tools—to explore and promote business 
strategies with clients and underpin business basics

Desired Status
Building strong business partnerships to help clients expand 
operations by jointly exploring business strategies and 
identifying and solving business-related concerns

Promotion Measures
• Help solve clients’ management concerns through hypotheses and 

proposals
• Demonstrate composite strengths of Group; utilize advanced 

technologies and forte products
• Build closer client connections at each level, hinging on management 

class
• Launch joint projects with business partners

3. Business Function Service (BFS)
We will combine industry and business knowledge accumulated 
within the Group and utilize advanced technologies to anticipate 
client needs and provide business functions as services to enhance 
their value chains.

Desired Status
Complementing IT Offering Service with new businesses to 
enhance efficiency, mainly through automation, and providing 
high-value-added services to clients

Promotion Measures
• Take on responsibility for clients’ value chain and contribute to 

business expansion
• Escape from labor-intensive business through greater use of 

machines and automation
• Add business services to Group’s IT Offering Service
• Utilize and provide access to Group’s market channels

2.  IT Offering Service (IOS)

We will combine leading-edge technologies and know-how 
accumulated as a corporate group to create and quickly provide IT 
solution services that anticipate client needs. 

Desired Status
Allowing TIS INTEC Group strengths to blossom under IT 

Offering Service banner; switch from labor-intensive style to 

non-price competition, knowledge-intensive style

Promotion Measures
• Establish schemes/systems emphasizing speed
• Build eco-systems in cooperation with business partners
• Utilize and provide access to Group’s marketing channels

4. Frontier Market Creation Business (FCB)

We will utilize Group technology, operating know-how and customer 
bases to create new markets and business models matched to 
evolving industry and social needs and develop businesses for these 
markets on our own.

Desired Status
Creating new markets that become pillars of business for the 

Group

Promotion Measures
• Team up with clients to pursue new business opportunities
• Demonstrate innovation through creative alliances with business 

partners 
• Encourage business creation using business ideas of individuals

Reposted from Medium-Term Management Plan information meeting materials dated May 10, 2018. 
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Handling these materials

These materials are protected by Japan’s Copyright Law and the Unfair Competition Prevention Law. Unless TIS has expressly given permission, these materials shall not 

be copied, duplicated, transcribed, reprinted or modified in part or in whole, inherent know-how shall not be used, and business secrets shall not be disclosed. Company 

names, product names and logos are the trademarks or registered trademarks of each company.


